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Chairman’s Notes
Richard Southwell
Well, what a busy year we are having in terms of conservation.
Prees Heath in Shropshire, the site for one of the largest colonies of the
endangered Silver-studded Blue in the UK has come on the market. Head
office, our branch and Shropshire Wildlife Trust are pulling out the stops to
make it happen. At the time of writing we don’t know if our bid for £600,000
has been accepted by the funders, but please help and contribute to our
campaign to raise funds from the appeal in our national magazine. Hope
springs eternal that this will be the time we secure it for posterity.
Grafton Wood in Worcester has been featured in BBC’s Springwatch due to
the conservation success created by members such as John Tilt and Trevor
Bucknall. Brown Hairstreak is the keynote species but as with so many things
conservation work brings additional benefits and nightingale has been heard
there for the first time in thirty years. I do encourage you to read the monthly
developments on our web site on this intriguing butterfly. My thanks go to Mike
Williams for his efforts at promoting this activity.
A major bid is in by new member, John Dover to verify the importance of
brownfield sites as last bastions of wildlife such as Chatterley Whitfield in
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Stoke. One of the largest UK colonies of Dingy Skipper was discovered here
by John Bryan last year. It will determine the importance of brownfield sites for
endangered species in the UK. Maybe we will be able to influence a multimillion pound bid which will turn the area into a major tourist attraction. Just
think of the benefits if we can associate such a scheme with the enhancement
of wildlife that will be staring Joe Public in the face.
Our Regional Officers have been most effective and I refer you to their articles
that highlight major initiatives in Hereford and Shropshire.
If only that this true for the weather. Moth-ers are falling on their swords with
the number of cold nights we are having with very poor records of species
coming in. Global warming seems a figment of the imagination this year.
However this has not stopped Mervyn and Rosabelle Needham using money
from the Local Funding Initiative setting up a moth group in North Worcester
this year. British phlegm in adversity had paid off for Alan Prior, an active
supporter of Dave Grundy’s Garden Moth Scheme, who caught a Purple
Marbled in his Birmingham moth trap. This is only about the 100th record in
the UK for this European migrant and the book states they hug the south
coast. We always were awkward in the Midlands! The moral of this is keep
active and involved. You never know when the jackpot beckons.
We took a short break on the Lleyn Peninsula at the end of May and felt most
aggrieved about the number of footpaths blocked off by barbed wire and
unnecessary roadside verge cutting. Mike Hammett, the Conservation Officer
for North Wales, recently wrote an article aimed at Council Officials and
Councillors criticising them for their attitude towards tidying up the countryside.
You might want to consider making similar representations to your local
officials. Dudley Council cut down the cowslips before they had dropped their
seeds this year; it makes me despair at times. Not true for Sandwell, whilst in
Telford I counted over 150 Burnet Companion in a short stretch of the central
reservation of a dual-carriageway that was being protected from the ‘tidy-up’
lobby.
I have made my feelings known as has new member, Linda Dukes, who has
written to great effect to the authorities on a particular issue. Officials have
subsequently asked me for advice of her protestations. Nothing like a new
name to encourage positive response and I recommend you do the same.
I do feel one of the greatest threats that face our moths and butterflies is one
of ignorance, and sometimes suspicion, from our society’s decision-makers. It
is rarely malevolence in my experience.
Finally, a big thanks to our retiring Newsletter Editor, Christine Chance. Dean
Fenton now takes on the role and please continue to send in your articles as
you did before. Our branch is streets ahead of others in terms of the sheer
diversity of people contributing articles. Long may this continue along with our
endangered wildlife.
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Return of the Long Mynd Grayling
Malcolm Loft, National Trust
Although there were occasional records of Grayling on Long Mynd in the mid
90’s, by the late 90’s records dried up despite careful searching. In the winter
newsletter the Regional Officer reported that a population of Grayling had
been found on the edge of Long Mynd and states “Does it get much better?”. I
believe it already has.
As part of the National Trust ongoing recording and my own observations of
wildlife whilst working on the Long Mynd, I am delighted to report that it is now
three years since I first found Graylings.
My first encounter was in August 2002. Imagine the excitement when I
returned to the office that afternoon to relate my story. In the first year my best
count was only three but I had also located singletons in two other hollows.
The following year, 2003, we waited with bated breath to see what had
happened to the Graylings. On the 9th July we had our first sighting and by
the middle of September the best count had risen to five and this after a long
hot summer. What would happen in 2004?
The weather in July 2004 was nothing like so good as the previous year but
the Graylings were now found at many sites, from Jonathan’s Hollow in the
north to Ashes hollow in the south and in all the hollows in between. A
singleton found on Rectory Field and another in a garden were something of
surprise. My best count was taken one glorious lunchtime whilst showing some
friends around my patch. Fifteen individuals were recorded, either on the wing
or settled in their classic pose, from the same location that I had first found
them two years before.
Since 1999 the number of sheep on Long Mynd have been significantly
reduced allowing grasses such as Sheep’s Fescue, to form occasional
tussocks. This is likely to have benefited the colonies, as the Grayling
caterpillars not only feed on, but also hibernate in such grassy tussocks
Other butterflies commonly seen on Long Mynd include Green Hairstreak,
abundant in the valleys, and Walls, often seen sunning themselves on the
paths. Dark Green Fritillaries have not been recorded for 5 years, but it is
hoped that careful searching this year will establish whether colonies do
remain.

Brown Hairstreak News
Mike Williams
While it may be possible to find Brown Hairstreak eggs by the thousand (see
Newsletter No. 60) , locating the resulting caterpillars is proving a much more
difficult task. The camouflage of the young caterpillars (see photo, page 7) as
they rest on the underside of blackthorn leaves is truly amazing. Our next
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challenge (see Dates for your Diary) is to find elusive male Brown
Hairstreaks on their assembly trees at the end of July. Most sightings of
Brown Hairstreaks tend to be of egg-laying females and male sightings are
extremely rare. This is an event which should appeal to the 'birders' amongst
the branch membership and will require telescopes, binoculars and patience,
so do come along.
Visitors to the very successful Grafton Wood open day back in April were able
to admire our new set of Brown Hairstreak display boards purchased with the
support of a grant through Awards for All (part of the Big Lottery). The same
grant has also funded a new interpretation board at the entrance to the wood
and a leaflet encouraging people living in the area to sign up as Brown
Hairstreak Champions. Copies of the latter are available through John Tilt or
myself (please include an A5 size stamp-addressed envelope).

Scottish Mothing
Corinna, Neil and Oliver Gregory
To modify a turn of phrase: mad fools and Englishmen go looking for moths in
the midday sun and hail. This is just what the weather was like for our trip up
to the Scottish Highlands at the end of April 2005. A group of 13 diversely
aged entomologists gathered at Kingussie to try and find various Highland
specialities. The area beneath the Cairngorms is well known for its bird life,
with RSPB Insh Marshes and Loch Garten close by, but it is also an important
and interesting place for lepidoptera.
Our first morning started very early with a visit to Loch Garten to look for
Capercaillies (the RSPB runs a daily dawn watch). Aviemore is very quiet at 5
o’clock! None of these large birds were seen today, although two were seen
later in the weekend by members of the party. However, spirits were kept high
by the Red Squirrels which were kind enough to sit in front of one of the
centre’s many CCTV cameras.
Tom Prescott, Butterfly Conservation Scotland’s Highlands and Islands Project
Officer, was able to spend some time leading us to Granish Moor. The
Kentish Glory moth, a stunning day-flying National Notable ‘A’ species, has
been frequently recorded at this site. We scoured every birch tree of
appropriate height, but to no avail. Things hadn’t really get off to a good start
when a hail storm forced us to abandon Tom’s introduction to the site and the
species! Having found one Green Hairstreak and a few larvae (Northern
Eggar) – as well as a ‘real’ steam train – we were taken over the railway line
to a site well known for the Netted Mountain Moth, a Red Data Book species
which feeds on Bearberry. We were lucky enough to find two (photo on page
7) amongst the Common Heaths. Also seen here were Large Emerald and
Garden Tiger larvae.
All was not lost; we had enjoyed a very pleasant walk amongst breathtaking
scenery of the snow-capped mountains and (rather) fresh air. And there was
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always tomorrow. And we did stop on the way home to marvel at two Ospreys
guarding their nest on Insh Marshes.
And the day was not yet over. We spent a magical evening at Strathspey
Wildlife Centre to view Pine Martens at close hand. The warden put food out
(including strawberry jam as a special treat – too much can rot their teeth!) and
after a seemingly never-ending wait in silence, the first came down. Badgers
were also seen at close quarters, as were Hares.
We were fortunate enough to be able to run a moth light in the garden of one
of our guest houses, in view of a Sword-grass site. The weather was
extremely cold at night, but between our trap and Tom’s own we managed a
few species: Powdered Quaker, Red Chestnut, Hebrew Character, Red
Sword-grass and Scarce Prominent.
On the Sunday we made a trip up to Tulloch Moor, another site for the
Highland specialities. Paul Kirkland, Butterfly Conservation’s Scottish Director,
was able to join us on this trip. The weather again was not good and the
sunshine, despite having warmth, was brief. We spread out amongst the birch
and heather in the vain hope of finding some insect life.
Ray Birchenough was continuing the search when he suddenly noticed
something odd on a Juniper bush. On closer inspection it was a recently
emerged Kentish Glory. It is unusual to see the moth on anything other than
Birch or flying. This was a female waiting for any males to fly past in the
sunshine, but instead attracted 13 entomologists. Never has one moth had
some much excited human (photo on page 6) or camera attention! A Light
Knot Grass cocoon was found at this site too.
The next day was the day to leave and on the way back south we decided to
stop at Newtonmore to look for Mountain Hares. Instead a lovely Dark
Tussock larva was seen, trying to evade prying eyes and cameras. This visit
was unfortunately cut short by an impending storm.
In total we managed to find evidence of 23 moth species, including micro
moths such as Ectoedemia weaveri and Phyllonorycter junoniella, 58
species of bird and one species of butterfly (although three others were seen
in Scotland too). There were many highlights to this jam-packed weekend.
However, perhaps the most spectacular and exciting for budding and
experienced entomologists alike was the Kentish Glory (or should it be the
‘Highland Glory’?).
It was a great trip and an excellent group of people. We are enjoying finding
different lepidoptera challenges in Scotland, and are so fortunate now to be
living within a few hours of the Highlands. We were pleased that our friends
from the West Midlands were able to join us in the frozen, but very spectacular
North.
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Our thanks go to Butterfly Conservation Scotland and the group members:
Ray and Toni Birchenough, Jane and Tony Simpson, Oliver and Jenny Joy,
Mike Southall, Mike Williams, Chris and Val Johnson.

Photo: © Mike Williams

Kentish Glory seen in Scotland, May 2005

Photo: © Neil Gregory

And the above photo being taken by Mike…
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Photo: ©Mike Williams

Brown Hairstreak caterpillar at Grafton Wood (see article on page 4)

Photo: © Neil Gregory

Netted Mountain Moth (see article on page 4)
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Regional Officers’ Reports - June 2005
Jenny Joy (JJ) and Jane Ellis (JE)
First the good news – the regional officer post is now funded until March 2006
so both of us are carrying on with the job and are both well into our summer
programme of training events, research and targeted survey work.
Malvern Hills (JJ)
Sue Clarke has written an excellent report on the High Brown Fritillary
habitat assessment work she carried out on various sites in the Malvern Hills
last year. Sue’s work in 2004 has shown that the total amount of good to
medium quality habitat in the Malvern Hills is approximately 21 ha out of a total
survey area of 550 to 600 ha. This amount of habitat is poor when compared
to Bircher Common in Herefordshire (19 ha. within a 150 ha site), and one of
the best High Brown Fritillary sites on Dartmoor (30 ha within a 70 ha site).
However, Sue does consider that the remaining amount of habitat in the
Malvern Hills is probably sufficient to support a small population of the butterfly
(but is unlikely to ensure the long term survival of an isolated colony). For this
reason we are now keen to come up with more specific management
recommendations which we hope will boost High Brown Fritillary numbers in
the one core area remaining in the Malvern Hills. We are very fortunate in
being able to secure Sue’s services again in 2005 as a result of funding from
the D G Albright Charitable Trust and from the Malvern Hills Conservators (to
whom we are very grateful). In 2005 Sue will therefore focus on drawing up
more detailed management recommendations (through liaison with local
landowners and organisations) as well as carrying out some further habitat
assessment (on Ragged Stone Hill and in the Chase End Hill area) and some
survey for High Brown Fritillary adults. We are also very keen to try to recruit
more local recorders in the Malvern Hills area so if you are interested in
learning more about the ecology and recording of the High Brown Fritillary
by joining Sue on one of her recording sessions (she will also be spending
some time on Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary), please contact me and I will
pass your contact details on.
Request for Help in Herefordshire (JJ)
It is really good to be able to report more projects than ever going on in the
region this summer and I would like to take this opportunity to thank everybody
who has responded to my various requests for information or for meetings so
very positively! On that note we urgently need help with survey work on
specific sites – Jane and I cannot possibly cover them all ourselves,
particularly as we can both only work certain hours and many of these sites
are miles away from where we live – even if we set off from home in the sun it
may not be sunny by the time we get there! So if you can possibly sign up for
one of the sites below (especially one which is close to you or one you know
from the past) please do. This information is needed to help to inform site
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management and/or to provide feedback to site owners to encourage them to
do more to benefit certain species.
Can you help by signing up to survey one of the sites listed below? Ideally two
or more volunteers for each site should provide a good coverage.
Areas and/or Sites

Species Involved

Areas to survey

Malvern Hills

Survey for all fritillaries
(especially Small Pearlbordered Fritillary, Silverwashed and High Brown
Fritillary)

Bringsty Common
(Herefordshire)

Survey for Small Pearlbordered Fritillary and High
Brown Fritillary
Survey for Dark Green
Fritillary and Silver-washed
Fritillary

Priority to Eastnor Estate,
Chase End Hill area and
News Wood (permission to
survey particular areas off
footpaths must be arranged
through Jenny Joy)
Ragged Stone Hill – for
Dark Green Fritillary and
Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary (again please
contact Jenny for access
details)
Jenny can provide site map.

Wapley Hill (Herefordshire)

Halesend (estate at the north
end of the Malverns)
Herefordshire Commons
Project

Moth trapping and all species
of butterfly (including fritillaries)

Brimfield Common
Badley Wood Common

Range of species
Silver-washed Fritillary,
White Admiral, Purple
Hairstreak
Moths
Range of species
Dark Green Fritillary (and
possibly Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary)
Range of species
Range of species
Range of species
Range of species
Fritillaries? May be particularly
good for moths
Range of species
White-letter Hairstreak and
Purple Hairstreak
Dark Green Fritillary and High
Brown Fritillary

Cefn Hill
Climbing Jack Common
Ewyas Harold Common
Hergest Ridge
Herrock Hill
Garway Hill Common
Merbach Hill
Vagar Hill
Wyson Common
Yatton Hill
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Jenny can provide map to
show where the Dark Green
Fritillary was recorded
before (mainly on the slopes
of the hill fort)
Jenny can put you in touch
with the owner.
Please contact Jenny who
will arrange access through
the Herefordshire Nature
Trust for all the 12 sites
listed below.

Herefordshire Community Commons Project (JJ)
This is up and running with two training events already run (a moth event at
Merbach Common and a butterfly event at Ewyas Harold Common) and
another two planned for later in the summer. We are really keen to try to come
up with really good species lists for the 12 Herefordshire Commons included in
this project so if you live in Herefordshire and could possibly visit one or more
of these commons for either moth or butterfly survey we would love to hear
from you (see the list of sites in the above table).
Wyre Forest (JJ)
I am delighted to report that further targeted survey work for both butterflies
and moths will be carried out in the forest this summer. I would like to thank
both English Nature and Forest Enterprise for all the financial support and
encouragement they have given us over the past couple of years. Dave
Grundy will be carrying out more work on the Common Fan-foot (monitoring
and ecological work as well as running a day long seminar on this species for
us – see the Events section) and the Drab Looper (with both EN and FE
supporting some research work on habitat creation). I will be looking at the
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary in more detail and be trying to identify some
of the current breeding sites for this species. Monitoring of the Pearlbordered Fritillary and other species will be covered by a combination of
transects and timed counts. The two main Wyre transects (Wyre Forest East
and Wyre Forest West) are two of the important long term transects in the
region so we are very keen that they continue. Terry Griffiths will continue to
monitor the Wyre Forest East transect and we are currently in the process of
trying to recruit recorders for Wyre Forest West which until recently has been
walked by Frank and Pat Lancaster. Thanks to Frank and Pat for the huge
amount of effort they have expended on behalf of the West Midlands Branch
over at least the last decade. I am sure many of the characteristic Wyre Forest
butterflies would not be in the positive position they are now if it had not been
for Frank and Pat’s efforts – thank you.
Stop press (JE) - a recent press release to local papers, calling for new
volunteer transect recorders in the Wyre Forest led to a huge response. At the
time of writing 14 people local to the woods, with a range of skills and
experience were champing at the bit to get out and do some recording. Two
special training sessions were organised and it is hoped that, as well as
replacing the recorder on the West Transect at the Wyre Forest, BC may be
able to set up some new transects in other parts of Worcestershire. We can
always do with more transect recorders in the West Midlands Region, so if you
would like to have a go, please contact John Tilt, Branch Transect Recorder
on (01386) 792458. He will be happy identify local sites where recording is
needed and / or organise some appropriate training.
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Pearl-bordered Fritillary Project in the Oswestry Area (JJ)
We are to benefit from the national appeal by BC HQ to raise funds for the
Pearl-bordered Fritillary. Some of this money will now go towards a landscape
level project for the Pearl-bordered Fritillary in the Oswestry area of
Shropshire, to be carried out by Peter Boardman. English Nature also recently
confirmed that they will match fund this project so special thanks to EN officers
Chris Hogarth and Andrew Hearle for their support on this one. The initial
phase of this project will involve survey work for the species (to work alongside
Shropshire Wildlife Trust volunteers who are already planning to monitor this
species on their reserves). The project will then progress to assessing how
successful the recent management work has been for the Pearl-bordered
Fritillary in the Oswestry area as well as making initial contacts with other key
landowners in this part of the county.
I recently visited the working Llynclys Quarry as part of the ‘Green Day’
organised by the local BBC Radio Shropshire (and the CSV Action Desk) and
was amazed to see what was inside (having only previously looked at this site
from the road as I have driven past). The quantity of Grizzled Skipper habitat
present is immense – large bare slopes totally covered in wild strawberry, the
number of nectar sources huge, and the chances of other key species being
present such as the Dingy Skipper and Dark Green Fritillary very high. My
only frustration was that the weather on ‘Green Day’ was very cold (so we did
not see any Grizzled Skippers) and the weather for the return visit with Peter
Boardman was almost as bad (although we did in the end manage to count a
reasonable number of Grizzled Skippers). Perhaps these results just sum up
this spring field season!
Many thanks are due here to Lafarge (especially the quarry manager Stuart
Milne) who has made us so welcome at Llynclys Quarry and who is very keen
to find out what the site holds – we hope the visits to the quarry this year will
be just the start of a good long term relationship.
So far I have just mentioned some of the projects that are ongoing where I
have particular involvement but there are numerous others such as survey for
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary adults and habitat at Cannock Chase,
monitoring of the Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary at the Stiperstones
Monastery, searches for Drab Looper and Argent and Sable on a number of
sites and an update of the key regional butterfly sites on Forestry Commission
land. There is plenty going on and plenty of scope for people to get involved so
please continue to contact us if you think you could possibly help.
Training Days (JE)
Already we had had a number of successful training events. The following
notes give just a flavour of some of these:
22 people attended a Training Day in Warwickshire looking at Land
Management for the Grizzled Skipper (see photo, page 25). Targeted invites
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were sent to owners and land managers and organisations represented
included Sustrans, British Waterways, Warwickshire Wildlife Trust and the
Ministry of Defence, helping BC to build some new and valuable links and to
influence management across a number of key Grizzled Skipper sites.
Already three follow-up site manage visits have been arranged.
Tom Brereton, Head of Species Monitoring, at BC Head Office shared his
valuable knowledge on habitat assessment, management and ecology of the
Grizzled Skipper at a training event on Timed Counts and Habitat
Assessment held at Draycote Water (see photo, page 25). An afternoon visit to
Wolfhampcote Cutting disused railway line was a real treat with over 50 Green
Hairstreak seen, dozens of Grizzled Skipper and the first Dingy Skipper
recorded on the site since 1993.
Herefordshire Ancient Woodlands (JE)
At the end of May I gave a well received presentation to the LEADER+ funding
panel on a project proposal entitled “Celebrating the Butterflies and Moths of
Herefordshire Ancient Woodlands”. I have just received the fantastic news that
we have secured just over £50,000 and we are now awaiting the response of
the Heritage Lottery. If all goes to plan, we hope to have a Project Officer in
post in the Autumn. The project officer will be based in Herefordshire and will
empower local people in recording and habitat management for key species in
some of Herefordshire’s ancient woodlands through training workshops,
leaflets and advice to landowners and managers. This is an exciting area of
the region with a number of key species including Pearl-bordered Fritillary,
Silver-washed Fritillary, Wood White, Argent and Sable and Drab Looper.
This project will boost local interest and activity in an area which has
historically been under-recorded.
Jenny and I have already started to build relationships with some of the
organisations that will be closely involved with the LEADER + project.
Following on from our meeting with key partners in the Herefordshire Wye
Valley area, Kate Wollen of Forest Enterprise has already started to get some
strategic coppicing work done in the woodlands adjacent to the Pearlbordered Fritillary colony at Great Doward. I have also provided Kate with a
set of colourful display panels and recording forms to encourage visitors to the
Doward to identify and record key species. We also ran a training event on
Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Drab Looper in May, where we made useful
contact with the Chairman of the Coppet Hill Common Trust, who own and
manage a large area of land containing Pearl Bordered Fritillary. We had a
wonderful morning at Haugh Wood where we saw good numbers of both
Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Drab Looper. The afternoon at the Doward was
not so fruitful, but gave us an opportunity to talk about habitat requirements.
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Brownfield sites dossier (JE)
I am still beavering away with the development of this dossier, which is now
being drafted into a report that can be circulated to planners and conservation
organisations. The report prioritises sites by level of threat and importance for
lepidoptera and splits the sites down into Districts for ease of reference by
planners. The aim is that the document will focus attention to where action or
vigilance is needed to protect high risk sites. I have been liaising with the West
Midlands Biodiversity Partnership regarding a launch event next spring.

Health and Safety
Guidelines for health and safety during Butterfly Conservation activities will be
received from Head Office in due course. In the meantime we reproduce those
adopted by the Devon Branch.
There are important responsibilities laid upon us to do what we can to ensure
your safety at events organised by Butterfly Conservation. Please act
according to the following guidelines at any of our events:
•

Wear appropriate footwear for the conditions expected.

•

Wear appropriate clothing for the conditions expected. Protect yourself against
cold, heat, sun, rain, wind and thorns.

•

Consider what precautions you should take to prevent being bitten or stung by
insect, plants, snakes or animals.

•

Children must be adequately supervised by an adult.

•

Dogs must be kept on leads. Ask leaders for permission before bringing dogs.

•

Listen carefully to instructions given by the leader at the beginning of the
event.

•

Beware of branches swinging back after the person in front passes them.

•

Beware of carefully dug rabbit holes, dug to twist your ankle.

•

Inform the leader if you intend to leave early.

•

Keep up with the party.

•

Carry a drink - you may be away from your car for several hours.

•

Observe the country code at all times.

•

Enjoy yourself.

•

Site-specific hazards will be outlined by the leader at the start of the field trip.
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Dates for your Diary
Butterfly Events
July
Saturday 9th - Butterfly Walk - Caer Caradoc Hill, Shropshire
Meet 10.30am and park car just off A49 on minor road to Hollyhurst at GR
SO471962.
A very scenic walk but there are some steep slopes that will be walked down
(not up!). Target – Dark Green Fritillary. Leader – Bill Davidson 01588
640727
Saturday 16th Butterfly Walk - Ladyside Wood, Manifold Valley
For White Letter Hairstreak and possibly Brown Argus. Meet 1:00pm
Wetton Mill car park. Grid Ref : SK096562 Sorry no Dogs. Stout footwear
advisable. Some steep slopes. BOOKING ESSENTIAL. Max 20 people.
Contact - Lorraine Fisher 01335 350503
Sunday 31st Brown Hairstreak Foray (or possibly Folly)
Search for Brown Hairstreak males on assembly trees. Meet Grafton Flyford
Church at 10.30 am. Leader: Mike Williams. If possible bring binoculars and
telescope.
August
Sunday 7th Blackthorn management for Brown Hairstreak, Feckenham Forest
Meet 10.00 am at Grafton Flyford Church ready to drive to site. Leader: Mike
Williams. Lunchtime refreshments provided.
September
Sunday 4th Brown Hairstreak Local Champions’ Day
Meet 10.00 am at Three Parishes Hall, Grafton Flyford for talk and walk.
Leaders: Jane Ellis and Mike Williams. Refreshments available.

Moth Events
July
Sunday 3rd 20:00 Moth recording Chaddesley Wood OS map 150 ref. SO914736
Sunday 3rd Beginner’s Moth Course, Lower Smite Farm, Hindlip, Worcs.
One day training course introducing moth traps, books, equipment and moth
identification. Advance Booking is essential. Cost will be £14 for the day.
To book a place, please contact Dave Grundy on 0121-446-5446 or e-mail
dave@dgcountryside.freeserve.co.uk
This is part of Worcestershire Wildlife Trust's events programme.
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Saturday 9th National Moth Day and Night
Bishops Wood Environmental Centre, Crossway Green, off A449 towards
Stourport.
Meet at 20:00 Grid ref. SO835683 Leader - Mike Southall (01299-251467)
Whixall Moss moth trapping
Contact Pete Boardman (01691-773026)
Saturday 16th Daytime Moth Recording - Bishops Hill (Warks)
OS map 150 : Grid ref : SP392584
Saturday 23rd Woodgate Valley Country Park, Birmingham
Grid Ref: SO995830
This is an event run by Birmingham City Council for the general public including a
small barbecue and moth trapping, running from about 8.30pm (times still being
negotiated) till 12 or later – there will be a small charge to cover refreshments.
Contact Dave Grundy on 0121 446 5446, dave@dgcountryside.freeserve.co.uk
Friday 29th Moth Recording at Wyre Forest.
Contact Rosemary Winnall on 07732 203393 for details.
August
Saturday 6th Moth Recording – Judkin's Quarry, Nuneaton
Meet at 20:00 at OS map 150 Grid ref. SP346930
Sunday 7th Moth Recording – Chaddesley Wood
Meet at 20:00 OS map 150 Grid ref. SO914736
Friday 12 Moth Recording - Grafton Wood
Meet at 3 Parishes Hall by the church, Flyford Flavell, off A422 Worcester to
Stratford road. OS map 150 Grid ref : SO963557.
Contact Michael Southall (01299-251467)
Friday 26th Moth Recording – Hartlebury Common
Rosemary Winnall (07732 203393)
September
Sunday 4th Moth Recording - Chaddesley Wood
Meet at 19:30 OS map 150 : Grid ref : SO914736
Tuesday 13th Common Fan-foot (Pechipogo strigilata) Seminar
Wyre Forest Discovery Centre (SO752740)
A day long course for land managers on the Common Fan-foot; see page 17 for
details.
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Friday 30th Moth Recording – Wyre Forest.
Rosemary Winnall (07732 203393)
October
Sunday 2nd Moth Recording - Chaddesley Wood
Meet 18:30 at OS map 150 Grid ref : SO914736

Other events
July
Saturday 16th Hoverfly Walk at Monkwood NR, Worcs. (with the Wildlife Trust)
Meet 10.30 am in car park. Leader: Harry Green. Charge: Adults £1 children
50p
October
Saturday 8th Fungal Foray, Monkwood NR, Worcs.
Meet 10.30 am in car park. Joint event with WWT leader: Diane Bateman.
Saturday 15th West Midlands Branch AGM
2.00 pm at Salop Hills Visitor Centre, Craven Arms

Winter work days (all start at 10a.m.)
October
Sunday 2nd Monkwood NR, Worcs. Meet at car park. Leader: Paddy
Harrison (01905-642523)
Sunday 9th Grafton NR, Worcs. Meet at Grafton Flyford Church. Leader:
John Tilt (01386-792458).
Sunday 16th Chaddesley Woods NNR Meet at entrance to Jubilee Ride.
Leader; Mervyn Needham (01562-777461)
Sunday 23rd Trench Wood NR. Meet 10 am at car park. Neil Maclean
(01905-795381)
November
The work parties are on the same Sundays as for October — Monkwood 1st
Sunday, Grafton 2nd Sunday, etc.
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The Common Fan-foot (Pechipogo strigilata) moth
A UK BAP Priority Species
Seminar at the Wyre Forest Discovery Centre (SO752740)
in Worcestershire
13th September 2005
A day long course aimed at land managers to help them learn about the
habitats of the Common Fan-foot, how to identify and monitor this moth and to
what extent current knowledge of its ecological requirements can inform
management.
Supported by English Nature, The Forestry Commission and Butterfly
Conservation.
Contact Jenny Joy for details.

Draft Timetable
10 am

Introductions etc. – Jenny Joy

10:15am

Talk on the current status of this species nationally, regionally
and in the Wyre Forest. The results from three years of
monitoring this species at the Wyre Forest and what we have
learnt - Dave Grundy.

11am

Coffee

11.15am

How to identify Common Fan-foot adults and larvae.
Techniques of branch snapping as a means of hunting for
larvae – Dave Grundy.

12:00

Lunch (please bring packed lunch if possible although food can
be bought from the visitor centre).

12:30pm

Field visit to strongholds of the Common Fan-foot in the Wyre
Forest – to be led by Dave Grundy.

Return to classroom to finish by 3pm.
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Moth Traps on Loan
Feeling left in the dark, when it comes to moths? Now there’s no excuse. The
Regional Officers have three new traps which are available on loan. Why not
borrow one and have a go in your garden and decide if mothing might be for
you? You may get hooked!
For those with a little more experience who would like to venture beyond their
back yards we also have a portable Heath Trap with battery and battery
charger, a generator, and also a Robinson Trap.
If you are interested in borrowing one of the moth traps, please contact either
Jane Ellis on 01788 510695 or email jellis@butterfly-conservation.org

Instructions for Contributors
Hand-written articles will be transcribed and returned for checking, if
requested. Printed documents are less prone to transcription errors and can
often be scanned in. Laser printed 14 point copy usually scans perfectly, 12
point is OK but 10 point is hopeless. Text in any standard text editor format is
OK. Articles may be edited for reasons of style and space.
Pictures in .GIF or .JPG format are fine, but if possible do not send large
bitmap (.BMP) files. Pictures for publication must be free of copyright
restrictions.
Deadline for Autumn Newsletter contributions is Friday 21 October 2005
Dean Fenton (dean.fenton@malvern.co.uk)
Little Bury Farm, Luston, Leominster HR6 0EB Tel. 01568-611575

Martin Warren Sponsored Walk
BC Chief Executive Martin Warren is undertaking a sponsored walk along the
Jurassic Coast from Exmouth in Devon to Durlston near Swanage in Dorset.
The walk will cover 100 miles and starts on July 25, 2005. It it will take seven
days. Each day he will focus on one species of butterfly and the need to
protect its habitat.
You can follow the walk from the comfort of your home – details of the walk,
the butterflies and wildlife observed will be posted daily on BC’s website.
Please pledge your support today; you can donate online at www.butterflyconservation.org. Better still, sign up to make your donation under 'Gift Aid'
so that Butterfly Conservation can raise even more for essential projects..
Every penny raised will go to our Save Our Butterflies and Moths Fund. A
report on the outcome will be posted on the BC website.
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Lepidoptera in Chaddesley Woods
Mervyn and Rosabelle Needham
(Mervyn is Hon. Manager of Worcs. Wildlife Trust Chaddesley Woods reserve)
We became mothing addicts three years ago, so the moths of Chaddesley
Woods NNR are only now becoming familiar to us.
Very little consistent trapping has been done over the years. We have records
from the WBRC for 1979, when there must have been a purge in October, and
also for June 1999. We then have just two nights’ records for July 2002. From
these beginnings we are this year trying to trap once a month in different areas
and habitats to record comprehensively what is now present in the woods.
Hopefully species recorded in the past will still be present and new species
found.
I have enlisted the help of Allan Prior, Patrick Clements, Dave Grundy and
other local “mothers” to increase the number of bulbs and more importantly, to
get their combined expertise.
As other mothers will know, this year’s weather has not been the best, but by
choosing the night we have only missed out January. From May on we should
be OK for the first Sunday night of each month.
Thus far (late April) we have 51 species of macro- and micro-moths. Most of
these we would expect in an ancient woodland of Chaddesley Wood’s age and
structure, but notables so far are:
•

In March a Red Sword-grass, not seen in Worcs. for many years.
Possibly moving South on cold Northerly winds.

•

In April Dotted Chestnut coming North.

•

Again in April, but in daytime a Light Orange Underwing was netted
(confirmed by Tony Simpson).

Who knows what will turn up during the rest of the year? This is one of the
fascinations of mothing, together with seeing some of our most colourful
insects during the peace and quiet of the night.
Stop Press – I asked Mervyn what they’ve caught recently. May wasn’t too
good, but in June:
•

Orange Footman

•

Lobster Moth, Peach Blossom

•

White Pinion-Spotted, Marbled White Spot

•

A micro, Incurvaria oehlmanniella, at only its second Worcestershire
site. (The other is Shrawley Wood.)
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Editorial
Dean Fenton
This is my first issue. The newsletter is now named The Comma as “West
Midlands Branch Newsletter” is a bit of a mouthful. Hopefully, most people will
be happy with this change. As you’ve seen, I’ve made a few other changes
too; all feedback on these is welcome (but please keep it clean...).
Thanks to all those who have contributed articles and photos, especially the
first time contributors. Hopefully it will inspire more people to have a go.
I brought the publication date forward so that Jenny’s requests for help are
published in time to be of use – hope this has not inconvenienced anyone.
To offset some of our printing costs, this issue is sponsored by Forest Vision:
Forest Vision from the Wyre Forest Visitor Centre is pleased to be associated
with and to sponsor this edition of The Comma. Forest Vision is committed to
bringing about a renewed relationship between people and their local
environment. For more details see our website:

Photography Competition
Jenny passed me this – anyone interested?
West Midlands Biodiversity Partnership’s West Midlands Wildlife Photography
Competition is sponsored by Sigma for the second year running.
There are four categories that budding photographers can enter: ‘Broadening our
Horizons,’ which includes landscapes and habitats, both rural and urban; ‘In Praise of
Plants,’ which celebrates native trees, flowers, plants and fungi; ‘Animal Magic,’ which
includes mammals, birds, insects and amphibians; and the ‘Junior Wildlife Photography
Award,’ which is open to those aged 16 years and under and has the theme ‘The Four
Seasons’ this year. The closing date is October 31st 2005. Don’t forget when taking
that winning shot that the welfare of our wildlife is more important than a photograph.
A winner and runner-up will be picked from each category, and highly commended
awards will be given to those photos that the judges feel deserve recognition. Prizes
include membership of Butterfly Conservation, a signed book by Heather Angel, a
family day out with the National Trust, a field guide from the RSPB, a beanbag from
Wildlife Watching Supplies, and a Woodland Trust book.
The overall West Midlands Wildlife Photographer of the Year will be chosen from the
winners, and will receive the star prize, kindly donated by Sigma, of an 18-125mm wide
angle to telephoto zoom lens especially for a digital SLR*.
For more information about how to enter please visit www.wmbp.org or contact Helen
Taylor on 0121 454 8018, info@wmbp.org.
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Spring Meeting - Woodgate Valley Country Park, May 14
Philip Hopson
23 people attended this event held at Woodgate Valley Country Park, situated
between Birmingham and Halesowen. Richard Southwell presided over
proceedings and, after welcoming everyone, set out the day’s agenda.
Richard began by showing us a framed painting of a High Brown Fritillary
that had been painted and donated by today’s guest speaker and branch
member, John Reeve. The painting will be presented to recently retired branch
chairman Ian Duncan upon his return from business abroad. Ian had notched
up six years as branch chairperson and the splendid painting for presenting to
Ian represented a gesture from both branch and committee members of
gratitude for a job extremely well done.
A second presentation was then made to other retiring committee members.
Both Christine Chance and her husband Jim were in attendance for a
presentation in recognition of their stalwart production of this branch newsletter
over the past eight years. Richard presented them both with a limited edition
framed print (by Richard Warmington) of a Comma, the branch symbol.
Christine, ably assisted technically by Jim, had seen the number of newsletters
increased from two to three per year during their tenure of the post of
newsletter editor with an increase in membership requiring more copies to be
printed. There had also been a vastly increased input on moths. All this
contributed to bigger issues and, therefore, time and effort on Christine and
Jim to produce and mail out the three editions.
Ian, Christine and Jim all deserve our admiration and praise for the work they
have contributed to and on behalf of the branch. Fortunately, all three remain
branch members so we still have contact with them.
John Reeve gave us a slide presentation on recent trips made to Kazakhstan
grasslands, the Himalayan foothills, and the rain forest in Ecuador.
Mike Williams announced that a vacancy existed for a field trip to Hungary in
July this year with anyone interested in going to contact him direct.
Phil Hopson’s quiz was won by Paul Witcomb, whose prize was the honour(!!)
of compiling the quiz for 2006.
Despite a very sunny late afternoon, it was cold and windy. However, we
walked over part of Woodgate Valley and were able to observe: Large White,
Peacock, Small Tortoiseshell, Speckled Wood and female Orange Tip.
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The Wood White – flourishing in the Clun Valley, Shropshire
Bill Davidson
Butterfly Conservation has recently described the Wood White butterfly
(Leptidea sinapis) as the “fastest declining butterfly in England and Wales”.
Happily the Clun Valley seems to be reversing this trend, and the species is
increasing its range. Out of a total of about only 50 colonies in England and
Wales, we are fortunate to have at least three locally in Colstey/Bury Ditches
forestry, Radnor Wood and, recently, Purslow Wood. The table below shows
the maximum numbers recorded in recent years. Peak numbers appear
between the end of May and the middle of June. At this time it is the most
common butterfly in the Bury Ditches forestry complex. In good summers there
is a small second brood, which appears from the last week in July until the end
of the third week of August. Extreme dates noted for the Wood White are the
6th May and the 20th August 2003.
The Wood White is a very fragile looking butterfly, not much larger than a
Common Blue, the male having black tips to the upperside of the forewings.
These are not easily seen, however, as the species never lands with its wings
open. The female is similar, but the upperside forewing tips are a paler grey
colour. The undersides of the wings have subtle greyish green markings,
showing no particular pattern and the closed wings a distinctive “teardrop”
shape.
This species is not even closely related to the so called “Cabbage Whites”,
and its larval foodplants are given as various members of the Vetch family and
Bird’s-foot Trefoil. In the Clun Valley the Wood White appears to use Meadow
Vetchling (Lathyrus partensis) almost exclusively. It also nectars off a wide
variety of wild flowers, red clover being particularly popular.
I have recorded the Wood White in more than 20 ordnance survey kilometre
squares in the Clun Valley, and would welcome details of any sightings this
summer season, particularly from areas outside of the three colonies already
specified. There may well be a further colony in the Bucknell forestry area as I
have seen one or two individuals there in the last two seasons. Other localities
which may possibly hold this species include Blakeridge Woods, Sowdley
Wood, Black Hill forestry, Walcot Wood and, nearby, Short Wood.
Table - Maximum Numbers of Wood White in the Clun Valley
Site
Bury
Ditches
Radnor
Wood
Purslow
Wood

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

4

34

33

64

65

56

113

-

4

4

18

9

5

35

-

-

-

-

-

10

10
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Brownfield Foray, May 7th – Watch the Gap!
Richard Southwell
Recent walks I have led have been plagued by adverse weather and, frankly, it
was not looking much better this time. However, about 20 brave souls turned
up from a combination of our members and Worcester Wildlife Trust to see
what brownfield sites have to offer with Green Hairstreak and Dingy Skipper
as the target species. It was also particularly pleasing to have three very
enthusiastic young lads accompanying us ‘golden oldies’.
It was decided to focus on one site known as Dreadnought Road that is on the
eastern edge of the Pensnet Trading Estate owned by LCP Properties PLC. A
car convoy successfully left the War Memorial to the site after a brief
explanation about the site and how the owners are working with us, both to
develop the area and protect the wildlife that relies on it. This also highlighted
both the need for recording and passing these records onto record centres,
councils and landowners. It is a truism that most wildlife destruction is caused
by ignorance compounded by the reluctance of green-minded conservationists
to inform decision-makers. Not here.
We first went to an old concrete and tarmaced car park to see how quickly
plants can utilise such an area compared to how permanent a field of rye
grass is in comparison. Any doubts as to why conservationists prefer concrete
to grass were quickly dispelled. A sheltered, scrubby area close by was then
explored since this would be the best chance of seeing something in the cool,
cloudy and windy conditions. Two Green Hairstreaks were possibly seen but
not positively identified as they were in flight though two Speckled Woods
were disturbed.
We moved onto the main site which is dead flat with many rail tracks; the
remainder of the site used to be a tile factory. It is a glorious patch of fine
grasses, bare patches and a huge number of herbs and flowering plants that
will give a fantastic panorama by the end of May. However, I had noticed a big
break in the clouds coming up and got our party to a well sheltered area at the
end of the site, adjoining Ibstock Brick, by the time the sun was out. It made
me think of the London Underground announcements ‘Mind the Gap’.
We got there in full sun and the only phrase that came to mind was ‘ the sun
shines on the just‘. What better than seeing six Green Hairstreaks nectaring
on a clump of forget-me-nots? There were more on an adjacent sallow
including a mating pair, a first for me. They were so engrossed with matters of
the heart that they were quite happy carrying on their activities on the finger of
Colin Gurney (see below).
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The photographers went mad.
Better followed with the first
Dingy Skipper of the season
netted as it sunned itself on a
bare patch of earth. In all
another two were found. Finally
one female Orange Tip was
logged. There can’t be many
walks where the endangered
species were the most common!

Photos: © Steve Harper

No moths were disturbed which was a shame as I had spotted a few Latticed
Heath when I checked the area the previous Monday.
In conclusion, all present had a great time, appreciated the conservation
message and will endeavour to check out nearby brownfield sites in future.
Will this curtail some of the trips a local family makes to mid-Wales to see
wildlife? Time will tell. It was also great meeting new BC members such as
Linda Dukes, a new activist in the Dudley area, and the rest of her family.
Thanks also to Carol Harper of the Wildlife Trust who encouraged me to set up
this walk.
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Photo: © Jane Ellis

Tom Brereton uses a drop disc for habitat assessment (see page 11)

Photo: © Jane Ellis

Grizzled Skipper training at Wolfhampcote Cutting, Warks (see page12 )
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Daytime-flying Macro Moths
Rosemary Winnall
The increasingly popular use of light traps and night events for the general
public has led to a resurgence of interest in moths. The mercury vapour and
actinic lights are an excellent way of attracting moths and sampling your
garden or local countryside. But many moth species fly only during the daytime
and are not recorded from light traps, as are those species that do not come to
light. The accompanying chart shows some of the macro moth species that
can be seen in the Midlands during the daytime. Flight times and larval
foodplants give an indication of when and where they might be seen.
Some meadow species are very plant-specific and can be found in small
colonies flying close to the ground near their foodplant, such as the Chimney
Sweeper that lays its eggs on Pignut, and Small Yellow Underwing (see
back cover) that uses Common Mouse Ear or Field Mouse Ear. When you can
recognise the foodplant and know when the flight period is, you can search for
the species, such as Drab Looper on patches of flowering Wood Spurge,
Speckled Yellows near Wood Sage, and Cinnabar moths where there is
Ragwort. Daytime flying moths can often be found nectaring on flowering
plants alongside butterflies. A flower-rich meadow might be alive with Burnet
Moths on a hot sunny day and flowering Valerian might attract the Silver Y
and Hummingbird Hawkmoths. A visit to heathland might yield sightings of
male Emperor Moths, True-lover’s Knot, Fox Moth, Oak Eggar, Latticed
Heath and Common Heaths. Short turf supporting trefoils and clovers may
have the delightful Mother Shipton, Burnet Companion and Latticed Heath.
Other species, the larvae of which eat tree foliage, may be found flying high
between the trees, such as Orange Underwing and Barred Hook-tip near
birches and beeches respectively. The Vapourer has a flightless female and
the male flies in the daytime searching for the females that stay on the cocoon
from which they emerged.
Since they became available in 2001, pheremone lures have transformed the
opportunities for seeing and recording Clearwing moths. These splendid
moths with their distinctive wings are usually secretive and often overlooked.
The synthetically-made chemical pheremones imitate the scent given off by
the females of different species of Clearwings and the males will congregate,
often very quickly when the pheremone capsules are exposed.
During poor weather some nocturnal moths can be found in daytime feeding
on nectar to boost their strength. I have seen Dingy Footman (see back
cover) and Old Lady feeding on Hemp Agrimony during the day in the Wyre
Forest.
Searching for moths during the daytime can add much to an interest in
lepidoptera and increase fieldwork skills. And when you have found the macro
moths, there are all the daytime flying micro-moths to look out for!
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Flying

Moth name

Larval foodplant

When

Feb. - April

Yellow Horned

birches

?

Mar. - April

Orange Underwing (male)

birches

sunny

Mar. - April

Light Orange Underwing (male)

Aspen

sunny

April - May

Emperor (male)

heathers etc

mid-aft

April – Dec.

Humming Bird Hawk-moth

bedstraws etc.

.

May - June

Large Red-belted Clearwing

birches

May - June

Fox Moth

Bilberry, Bramble etc

.

May - June

Argent and Sable

birches, Bog Myrtle

sunny

May - June

Speckled Yellow

Wood Sage

sunny

May - June

Muslin Moth (female)

various

May - June
May - June,
July - Sept.
May - June,
July - Sept
May - June,
Aug
May - June,
Aug

Small Yellow Underwing

Common & Field Mouse Ear

.

Barred Hook-tip (males)

Beech

sunny

Latticed Heath

clovers, trefoils

sunny

Drab Looper

Wood Spurge

.

Common Heath

heathers etc.

May - July

White-barred Clearwing

Alder, birches

May - July

Orange-tailed Clearwing

Wayfaring Tree

May - July

Grass Rivulet

Yellow-rattle

late aft
early eve

May - July

Small White Wave

various

eve

May - July

Mother Shipton

clovers, trefoils

.

.

May - July

Burnet Companion

clovers, trefoils

.

May - July

Small Purple Barred

milkworts

.

May - Aug

Yellow Legged Clearwing

oaks and other trees

.

May - Aug

Cinnabar

Common Ragwort

May – Oct.

Silver Y

low plants

.

June - July

Narrow-bordered 5 Spot Burnet

trefoils, clovers

sunny

June - July

Hornet Moth

poplars, Aspen

June - July

Currant Clearwing

currants

.

June - July

Haworth's Pug

Clematis

sunny

June - July

Chimney Sweeper

Pignut

.

June - July

Middle-barred Minor (males)

grasses

late aft

June – Aug.

Six Spot Burnet

Bird's Foot Trefoils

sunny

June – Aug.

Red-belted Clearwing

apples

June – Aug.

Six-belted Clearwing

trefoils

June – Aug.

Blue-bordered Carpet

Alder, Blackthorn etc

June – Aug.

Twin-spot Carpet

various
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late aft,
eve

Flying

Moth name

Larval foodplant

When

June – Aug.

True-lover's Knot

heathers

sunny

July – Aug.

Lunar Hornet Moth

willows

July – Aug.

Oak Eggar (males)

heathers and others

aft, eve

July – Aug.

Least Yellow Underwing

plants

late aft

July – Aug.

Small Rufous

rushes

early eve

July – Sept.

Antler Moth

grasses

July – Sept.

Cloaked Minor (males)

grasses

July – Sept.

Ear Moth

grasses

July – Oct.

Vapourer (male)

trees

.

Aug– Sept.

Small Wainscot

sedges

aft

late aft,
early eve

Environmental Stewardship
Mike Southall (Mike has farmed near Hartlebury, Worcs. for 25 years)
In order to understand the new Environmental Stewardship schemes launched
this year, it is important to understand the Single Payment Scheme (SPS).
This scheme, launched from 1 January 2005, breaks the link between
production and support. The payments, being phased in gradually, will be
based totally on eligible land by 2012. Farmers will receive this payment
whether they grow anything or not. This means that farmers will effectively be
wasting their time and money if the crop they grow does not show a profit in its
own right. If commodity prices remain at or below break-even levels the
farmed environment is likely to change dramatically. The SPS payments are
likely to decrease, with part of the money diverted towards the Environmental
Stewardship schemes. To qualify for SPS payments farmers have to keep
their land in good agricultural and environmental condition and to work within
existing laws. This is called “ cross compliance “. It also involves an element
of set-aside, currently set at 8% of eligible land in England.
The Environmental Stewardship schemes go beyond cross compliance
offering payments to farmers for a variety of extra environmental management
options.
The Entry Level Stewardship (ELS) and its Organic companion are both
relatively easy first steps into the scheme, with their first starting date on 1st of
August 2005. Defra are hoping for 70% of farmers to take up the Entry Level
Stewardship. Its stated aims are:
•

To improve water quality and reduce soil erosion

•

To improve conditions for farmland wildlife

•

To maintain and enhance landscape character

•

To protect the historic environment.
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The 113 page ELS handbook explains a wide range of options farmers can
choose to gain enough points to qualify for the five year scheme. Will these
make any difference to the countryside?
•

The maintenance and protection options should help to retain what is
already there.

•

The management plans, offering over a third of the points required,
should help to improve water quality and reduce soil erosion but will
not necessarily make any visual change to the countryside.

•

Most farmers will then look to hedge and ditch management options
and their associated field margins and buffer strips to make up the
points total. This gradual extension of hedges and their margins
should continue to show both wildlife and landscape benefits on a
large scale. It has been encouraging to observe on our farm the earlier
bud –break, and the flowering of hedges left uncut the previous winter.
Also the extended margins have naturally reseeded very quickly. This
has produced flowering plants at an earlier stage of the year than
ground that has been ploughed. Our first set-aside area is home to
two leverets. Many species of butterflies and moths should benefit
from these larger and less tidy hedges and field margins. The Brown
Hairstreak in East Worcestershire is already benefiting from less
intensive hedge management.

The 120 page Higher Level Stewardship handbook explains all aspects of
this ten-year scheme. The scheme, when combined with ELS options, aims to
deliver significant environmental benefits in high priority situations and areas.
The first starting date is the 1st of November 2005. Its primary objectives are:
•

Wildlife conservation

•

Maintenance and enhancement of landscape quality and character

•

Natural resource protection

•

Protection of the historic environment

•

Maintenance of public access and understanding of the countryside

Many options are extensions of the ELS covering more specialist habitats, and
offering money for land management and capital items e.g. Lowland heath and
wetland options, otter holts and bird boxes. These are particularly relevant to
managers of wildlife reserves, so benefit our rarer and more specialist species.
Options also include payments for floristically enhanced grass margins, and
the creation, maintenance or restoration of successional areas and scrub. Both
these options could help increase lepidoptera numbers in a big way.
In conclusion, the farming industry is experiencing large changes to its
structure, the consequences of which remain to be seen.
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Committee members
This list gives members you are most likely to want to contact; for other
committee members see the branch website or January newsletter.
Chairman

Richard Southwell Sandilands@yesit.co.uk
Sandilands, 48 Whitehall Rd, Stourbridge DY8 2JT

Vicechairman
Secretary

David Jackson Davidjjackson@centro.org.uk
11 Hyperion Drive, Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5QW
James Hill Jameshill@user2internet.net
15 Parkside Drive, Maybank, Newcastle, Staffs ST5 0NL

Treasurer

Tony Hatton
24 Loxley Drive, Mansfield, Notts. NG18 4FB
Dr. Jenny Joy joy.croft@btinternet.com
The Croft, off Haygate Rd, Wellington, Telford TF1 2BW
Jane Ellis jellis@butterfly-conservation.org
15 Morrison Park Road, West Haddon, Northants NN6
7BJ
Richard Lamb, Stratford-on-Avon Butterfly Farm,
Tramway Walk, Swan's Nest Lane, Stratford-on-Avon,
CV37 7LS
Nigel Stone Njstone@hotmail.com
8 Grove Lane, Keresley End, Coventry CV7 8PN
Jim Chance Harbornchristine@aol.com
65 Wentworth Rd, Harborne, Birmingham B17 9SS
John Tilt (see below)
Mike Williams mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk
2 Dewberry Close, Stourport, Worcs DY13 8TB

Regional
Development
Officers
Education
Webmaster
Recorder
Transects

Reserve managers:
John Tilt John.tilt2@btopenworld.com
Grafton
Wood
9 Meadow Close, Flyford Flavell, WR7 4DE
Paddy Harrison Moorcroft Barn, Sinton Green, Hallow
Monkwood
WR2 6NW
Neil McLean 10 Hammond Close, Droitwich WR9 7SZ
Trench
Wood

01384397066
(after 4pm)
01902344716
01782610377
01623659998
01952245684
01788
510695
01789299288
02476335189
01214271706
01299824860
01386792458
01905641523
01905795381

Conservation officers: (for Shropshire see Jenny Joy, above; for N. Staffs. See James
Hill)
Trevor Bucknall t.bucknall@ntlworld.com
Worcs.
0190526 Vine Street, Northwick, Worcester WR3 7DY
755757
Ian Hart yellowrattle@compuserve.com
Herefords.
01981
Laurel Cottage, Newton St. Margarets, Hereford HR2 0QN
510259
Moth officers:
Mike Southall michael.southall@virgin.net Wells Cottage,
Worcs.
Pepwell Lane, Crossway Green, Stourport, DY13 9SN
Jeff Andrews Jeff.andrews@virgin.net
Herefords.
Meadow View, Dinedor, Hereford HR2 6LQ
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01299
251467
01432870301

Photo: © Rosemary Winnall

Small yellow Underwing, Bliss Gate, 2 May 2004 (see page 26)

Photo: © Rosemary Winnall

Buff Footman feeding on Hemp Agrimony, Wyre Forest, 26 July 2003
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